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ABSTRACT 

In the current era, technological developments are developing rapidly in various regions. 

The technology that is currently popular, namely mobile technology , uses various 

sophistication in the world of entertainment, education to the business world. Advances in 

technology have many advantages and benefits that can streamline when doing work. as a 

model for ordering culinary and drinks at a restaurant. This food and beverage ordering 

software is used to make it easier for customers to place food and beverage orders without 

having to wait in long queues, so a food and beverage ordering software was built using the 

FCFS (First Come First Served ) method on webservice- based QR Code technology . As 

long as there will be several tests, it can be concluded in this study that the average waiting 

value for customers is from three customers, namely 12.33 minutes , and from five 

customers, namely 42.4 minutes. create a webservice using the HTTP protocol with the flow 

of creating a database , service , web/ backend , using a UML waterfall . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Along with the development of the 

times, information and communication 

technology at this time is very important 

growing rapidly and has spread to various 

culinary fields, for help human work to be 

more effective and efficient. Development 

this technology every day lots of new 

innovations from technology. The 

advantages of this technological 

development are: very helpful in people's 

daily activities. The role of information 

technology in all sectors of life have an 

impact on the economic side, human 

society and culture. Development 

information technology is very rapid and 

supported by advanced computer 

technology Sophisticated makes all work 

digital based.  

It is undeniable that the existence of 

food places that are popping up at this 

time more and more with the 

encouragement of today's technology, 

namely through social media, for example 

Instagram, Facebook, Tiktok , and many 

other platforms . In the digital age now 

ordering food and drinks so far many are 

still using it the manual way or ordering 
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normally where consumers will ask what 

menus are available along with the price at 

the restaurant. 

In addition, difficulties in ordering are 

caused a large  

queue of orders, consumers will find it 

difficult to order so that consumers are not 

comfortable, as well as employees 

difficulties when customers have many 

order errors that have been ordered by 

consumers often happens, because they 

still use manual or written orders.  

So to realize consumer satisfaction in 

ordering food and beverages a web-based 

food & beverage ordering information 

system with using the FCFS (First Come 

First Served ) method to make more 

orders Computerization also makes 

consumers comfortable with ordering 

services . 

 

2. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

a. System Information  

An information system is an organized 

combination of people, hardware , 

software, communications networks and 

data resources that collects, transforms 

and disseminates information in an 

organization. In addition, Information 

Systems can be defined as a series of 

interrelated components that collect (and 

retrieve), process, store and distribute 

information to support decision making 

and control of the company. ( Mayssara 

A. Abo Hassanin Supervised et al. , 

2019) 

b. Booking 

Ordering is the whole process of 

activities related to the process, 

manufacture, how to order or order. 

Also ordering can be interpreted as 

receiving orders from customers for a 

product, food, place, and others. 

(Hidayatullah, 2018) 

c. Web 

A website is a series of linked web 

pages and their files are interrelated. 

The web consists of the origin of the 

page or pages, as well as the formation 

of pages called the homepage . The 

homepage is at the top, with related 

pages below it. Generally any pages 

below the homepage are considered 

child pages, which contain hyperlinks 

to other pages on the web. ( Fabiana 

Meijon Fadul , 2019) 

d. PHP 

PHP ( Hypertext Preprocessor ) is the 

script used to create dynamic Web page. 

Dynamic means which page will be 

display to be created when the page is 

requested by the client . The mechanism 

causes information Which accepted 

client always Which latest or up to date . 

And all scripts PHP is executed on the 

server where the script is executed. ( 

Haerofifah , 2022) 
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e. MySQL 

MySQL is a SQL database management 

system software ( Structure Queries 

Language ) or a multithreaded , multi-

user DBMS . Also defined as a database 

management system . Database is a data 

storage structure for adding, accessing 

and processing data stored in A 

databases . Besides That MySQL can 

said as base data connected ( Relational 

Databases Management 

System/RDBMS). Database servers 

MySQL has high access speed, easy to 

use and reliable . MySQL was 

developed to handle large databases 

quickly and has been used successfully. 

(Goods, Web and On, 2015) 

f. UML 

UML ( Unified Modeling Language ) is 

one of the most reliable tools in the 

world of object-oriented system 

development. UML has several or a 

number of graphic elements that can be 

combined into diagrams. The diagram 

will describe or document several 

aspects of a system. UML consists of 

structures classification , dynamic 

behavior , and management models . 

(Saputri et al. , 2019) 

g. Laravel 

Laravel is a PHP framework with open 

code (open source ) with an MVC 

(Model-View- Controller ) design that is 

used to build web applications . With 

the many features provided by Laravel 

to make it easier for website application 

developers . (Widhi et al. , 2019) 

h. Waterfalls 

Waterfall is a much traditional software 

development process worn in project 

project device soft. (Fortune, Ramdhani and 

Hantoro, 2009) Waterfall has stages for 

software development: 

1. Requirements This is the first and 

most important step of the Waterfall 

Model . It involves collecting 

information about the final solution 

from customer customer needs and 

understanding. This involves a clear 

definition of customer goals, 

expectations of the project and the 

problem the final product is expected 

to solve 

2. Design This stage consists of how the 

software will be built, in other words 

planning software solutions. 

3. Implementation The entire system 

design that has been prepared before 

will be converted into program codes 

and modules which will later be 

integrated into a system. 

4. Verification Testing can be 

categorized into unit testing 

(performed on a specific module of 

code), system testing (to see how the 

system reacts when all module Which 

integrated) And reception testing 

(done with or the customer's name to 
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see if all the customer's needs are 

satisfied). 

5. Maintenance This phase occurs after 

the end-product has been tested and 

approved by the customer. A number 

of revisions are usually marked next 

to submission to facilitate updates or 

changes at a later stage. 

i. FCFS (First come First served ) 

The FCFS (First Come First Served ) 

method is the method used to perform 

queue Which Enough long And so that fast 

so need method Which very appropriate to 

be implemented in the application. In this 

method the queue to order food and drinks 

will be effective because the first order will 

be served first and will be served first too. 

This method also assumes that it is first 

come first to be served . The process that 

first requests time allotment to use the 

application will be served first. On this 

scheme, that process request servers First 

time will allocated to servers. (Nasrallah 

Syariful Anam, 2018) 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD 

3.1 Framework Work Study 

Method Implementation program 

system booking food And drinks at the 

Tutug Oncom Restaurant will in describe 

in lower This : 

 
Figure 3.1 Methodological Process i Researcher i tian 

3.2 Design  

This process used For replace needs - 

needs on as representation to the butt 

application . Design must  Can 

implementing and documenting need 

system . in do planning as for terms _ _ 

become following : 

 Overview _ System 

Related process design use how the 

software will be running , processes 

that will happen in application 

earlier , how are these processes 

each other related as well as as a 

result ( outcome ) on software. 

Process necessary drafted with ripe 

for software to be walk with Good 

and synchronous asa.In a way 

holistic , manufacturing system on 

the device soft This through a 

number of stage that is among other 

things to be following : 
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Picture 3.2 Description Design 

3.3 Implementation 

At this stage all the designs that have 

been made will be implemented into an 

application which will later be used to 

make it easier for users to order food and 

Drink. This application must follow the 

design flow that has been made before in 

order to minimize errors in making the 

application. 

3.4 Testing 

Deep testing stage This is try out 

application so that it really is in accordance 

with need . At stages this is done For find 

possible mistakes _ _ _ will happens in the 

application that is made. After checking 

out the whole the application so next 

testing For all versions that have been 

made using black container testing . 

 Black box trying out 

Black container checking out is 

carried out according to 

requirements functional from 

device soft , done No at the 

beginning stage testing , express 

errorf – error in the wrong function 

lost , inter advance , access to 

database external , performance , 

program initialization and 

termination . 

3.5 Analysis 

at stages This will need multiple 

device users soft to fill like questionnaire , 

so can know is device soft this is very 

useful for the user Alone or no . A number 

of benefit specifically for research _ _ This 

means : make effective moment booking 

culinary and beverage , customers only do 

payment If order Already reserved , origin 

party kitchen If order Already served then 

the user accepts notification . use exists 

stages This Can makes it easier to analyze 

application which designed . 

3.6 Scenario Testing 

1 Testing QR code 

On testing QR code researcher can 

test is Already Work with Good in 

system application Which Already 

built. Testing This Also test QR 

code Already Can in scans 

according to number table Which 

ordered And in do login to 

application Which Already in get 

up. 

2 Testing FCFS 

On booking food And drinks using 
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a mobile application by applying 

the FCFS method (First come First 

served ). Researcher test at the 

request stage its purpose for know 

who Which will in response first 

request _ sent via a mobile 

application . There is a number of 

stage testing Which will applied : 

a. On stage First will There is 3 

request Which will order Eat in a 

manner together. 

In conclusion is in process 

booking with method with n 

found flat – flat wait is 15.66 

minute. 

 

 

b. On stage second will There is 5 

request order food in a manner 

random. 

In conclusion is in 

process booking with 

method random / random 

found the average waiting 

time is 19 minute. 

 

1. Testing Memory 

On testing this memory researcher 

test use memory smartphone device . 

What is meant is testing memory at 

this stage is test the memory size 

used when ordering application food 

installed successfully and run to in A 

device phone . 

2. Network Testing 

Network testing in stage This is 

monitoring level activities network 

Which needed A device device . 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

a. Implementation 

System implementation aims to 

ensure that the system built can work 

properly and as needed . Before the 

system is implemented, the system 

must be ensured free from errors. 

b. Trials_Application  

Trial ordering culinary and drinks 
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simultaneously using three different devices and 3 different usernames . 

 
Picture 4.1 Diagram booking simultaneously _ _ 

 

 

Table 4.5 Calculation turn around order simultaneously 

 

Conclusion : 

So customer order food in the same way 

but enter into the list booking food and 

drink do not coincide. And process 

booking with method together found flat – 

flat wait is 12.33 minute. 

a. Test try booking food And drink in 

a manner random / random with 

using 5 different devices and 5 

different usernames 

 
Picture 4.2 Diagram booking in a manner random / random 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 4.6 Calculation turn around booking in a manner random / random 

Conclusion : 

In chart in on can in See if each food 

order is made random / random with no 

time together. Order still massage in 

accordance order Which especially 

formerly enter in list order food And drink. 

And process booking with random way 

found on average wait is 42.4 minute. 

b. Test Try Evaluation Databases 

Test try databases This tester try is 
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Already in accordance with web 

Which has made. For table tb_dapur 

, approve already cooked food 

finished cooked. For table tb_dish , 

input menu food and drink into the 

web and stored in databases which 

are already made. For table tb_table 

, enter table number with table that 

already exists and will emerge code 

QR bar code For scan number table 

For order food And drink. For table 

tb_order , approve as a transaction 

payment with all menu Which has 

ordered by customer. For tb_user 

table , add user on side web. 

Table 4.7 Evaluation Databases 

 

c. Test Try Evaluation webservice 

Test try webservices when process 

POST and GET from web side to 

android side. webservice This use 

model JSONs For exchange data 

And using the HTTP protocol. In 

the table under This will explained 

service process to send data. For 

implementing code included in 

Attachment 2. 

Table 4.8 Evaluation webservice 
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4.3 Test Analysis 

From a number of testing in on come 

to the conclusion that all testing is in 

accordance with the scenario testing. 

Testing QR code has come to that 

conclusion Already Can login with Correct 

in application smartphones . Testing from 

the method side FCFS Also running 

properly And according to the method 

used. There is a number of conclusion, 

because there are 2 types of research in in 

this method. Namely 3 customers sent And 

get conclusion that average time Wait 

12.33 minute. In 5 order Also get 

conclusion that order average time Wait 

42.2 minute. Besides testing method Also 

applied test webservice , channel data 

exchange between android side And side 

web Already in accordance. 

The weakness of the analysis the 

research above, from the side of QR testing 

Code . If you want to use the application 

android This, so must have software 

barcodes scanners especially formerly so 

that Can do scanners on order food and 

drink. On the FCFS method side has 

weaknesses Also, If There is 2 order. 

customer first order the consuming menu 

time Wait 20 minute And order second 

order food with time wait 4 minutes. So if 

you use method This order second must 

waiting for 20 minutes meanwhile order 

order second only 4 minute. Hence the 

weakness of the method FCFS must be 

done by another method in order the 

ordering time Wait A little come first. 

Weakness from side memory in study This 

, If the application is always used to order 

food And drink. Must have a larger ROM 

in order can keep application Which has 

worn. From side network, researcher find 

weakness in use of this application. 

Network Which used must have data 

Internet And speed Internet Which tall. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 Conclusion 

1. Application booking food And 

drink in House Eat Tutug oncom , 

in for use protocol HTTP with 

channel making databases , services 

, web / backend . 

2. The results of trials conducted with 

two method testing, that is method 

simultaneously and randomly 

obtained results average. Method 

together long time results Wait 

booking from 3 order 12.33 minute, 

whereas method random long time 

results Wait from 5 order 42.2 

minute with method random. And 

results from test try on webservice 

Already appropriate . 

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on experience in process 

making this application, there are a number 

of suggestion Which proposed by composer 
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related For development application more 

carry on. Suggestion – suggestion the 

between other : 

1. On study This Not yet available for 

iOS platforms and feature support 

time reporting, so that For study 

next it will be better if added 

reporting features and platform Ios . 

2. Application method FCFS on 

application booking food and 

drinks have results relative waiting 

time long. Method This apply order 

First Which must served especially 

formerly, by Because That applied 

method other so that time Wait 

relatively short. 

3. Test result on application booking 

food And drink found network a 

number of provider Which No 

stable on ordering application. So 

must use network Which stable like 

Wi-fi . 
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